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Abstract 

In this thesis a detailed analysis of inclusive production of neutral 
strange particles in K~p interactions at 110 GeV/c is presented. 
The analysis i s concentrated on the 7\f hyperon production. About 80 70 
of A f - s are produced in the. channel K~p —*• f^ KK + anything 
at 110 GeV/c while at lower energies the inclusive A° production is 
dominated by the channel K~p —>• /\° + pions. Next the results of the 
measurement of the -A. polarization are presented. These results are 
compared with those obtained at lower energies a s well a s with those 
coming from reactions induced by non-strange projectiles. The most 
striking feature of the polarization is its dependence on the transverse 
momentum of A , different in different channels and different 
hemispheres. Finally, our results are compared., to predictions of models 
based on the quark-parton picture. Qu/ja^-^0^ ; 

Streszczenie 
W pracy przedstawiono szczegółową analizę inkluzywnej produkcji 

neutralnych cząstek dziwnych w oddziaływaniach K~p przy energii 
110 GeV ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem produkcji hiperonu. A . 
Około 80 fó A? jest produkowana w kanale K~p —> A° KK + cokol¬ 
wiek, podczas gdy przy niższych energiach dominującym kanałem jest 
K~p —» A° + piony. Następnie przedstawione są wyniki pomiaru 
polaryzacji A . . Dane te porównane są z wynikami otrzymanymi przy 
niższych energiach jak również z danymi pochodzącymi z oddziaływań 
niedziwnych cząstek. Najbardziej charakterystyczną cechą polaryzacji 
A ° jest jej zależność od pędu poprzecznego A , różna w różnych 
kanałach reakcji. Uzyskane wyniki są porównane modeli opartych na 
obrazie kwarkowo-partonowym. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL MOTIVATION 

Thia thesis presents the analysis of the A ° hyperon production 
and polarization in K~p interactions at 110 GeV/c. The data, come 
from the exposures of the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) 
filled with hydrogen, to the negative RP- separated beam from the CERN 
Super Proton Synchrotron ( S P S ) . The experiment was performed by 
the Aachen-Berlin-Bombay-CERN-Cracow-Innsbruck-Jammu -London-
Vienna-Warsaw Collaboration. The results of this experiment ( so far 
the highest K~ energy at which the polarization was measured) are 
compared to the results obtained at lower energies as well as to 
those coming from the reactions induced by non-strange projectiles. 

There are many reasons for studying hyperon production and 
polarization since the latter offer an excellent method of probing the 
mechanism of particle production by using the strange quark as 
a, tracer. Moreover, spin properties, which can be measured as easily 
as cross-sections because of the decay via the parity violating weak 
interactions, may yield additional information concerning both the 
mechanism of particle production and the fundamental parton-parton 
interaction. 

During the past decade many experiments have been carried out 
to determine the hyperon polarization, its energy dependence and 
kinematical behaviour. All the high energy hyperon polarization data 
come from inclusive reactions, A + B —• H + anything where A is the 
projectile (usually a proton but there are some data from 1T , K, y> 
and V*-beams), B is the target (proton, deuterium, beryllium or a heavier 
nucleus), and H is the produced hyperon (A , £ , 2 > & ) < This work 
has shown that the hyperon polarization is both significant and 
pervasive in certain kinematical regions: as it is .seen in fig. 1.1 the 
polarization of various hyperons in the region x_, fis 0.5 and 
P T -ki 1 GeV/c is different from zero independently of the primary 
energy. 

In terms of the quark-parton model the -A. hyperon is composed 
of the diquark ud in the spin state 0 and a bachelor strange quark s, 
s o that the spin of the s quark determines the A? spin and its 
projection, it follows that the A polarization mechanism should depend 
entirely on the fate of the s quark scattered or created during the 



hatUci>-hedron interaction. Prom this point of view the moat Interesting 
test on A" polarization mechanism seems to be the study of K~p 
interactions with the strange quark in the initial state. Indeed, the K~p 
data of the Amstardam-CERN-Nljmegon-Oxford Collaboration 
at 4.2 GeV/c [ l j show a significant difference between polarisation 
cf A6 produced in uifferer.t channels of A° production involving either 
the scattering of the s quark: { A° + pions channel) or the creation 
of an additional s i pair (f^KK + plona channel), as *een In 
fig. 1.2. Thus the inclusive reaction K p —• J\ + anything can serve 
as a clear probe of the s quark polarization mechanism. However, 
in order to link the s quark polarization to the A ° polarisation 
a definite A° production mechanism must also be assumed. 

During the last decade considerable progress in understanding 
the nature of strong interactions was achieved. This progress has 
resulted In the theory of parton-parion interactions called Quantum 
Chromodynamics (QCD). The most successful realization of QCD is 
based on the perturbative approach, where the amplitude for a given 
process appears a s a power series in the strong coupling constant 0 Ć . 
In this approach, however, Oi i s not a "trud* constant but is 

a so>- called running coupling constant. Urn. its value depends on the 
momentum transfer q in a given process! cC _ decreases with 

2 increasing q . Thus this method is well suited to describe only these 
phenomena where large momentum transfers are involved (like multi-jet 
structure of hadron-hadron interactions or e + e" annihilations, e tc ) . 
Unfortunately, the processes of particle production are soft processes 
(i.e. at low q ) s o thai the approximation of weak coupling 
(i .e. oCs <X l) cannot be applied. Since other realisations of QCD 
(like the so-called Lattice QCD) give s o far unreliable quantitatve 
predictions, the description of the particle production is based on 
a phenomenologlcal approach. 

So far two main c lasses of models of soft hadronic interactions 
were developed, namely quark recombination models and quark 
fragmentation models. Central to the recombination models jV| la the 
assumption that final state hadrona in the beam or target fragmentation 
region are due to the recombination of a fast valence quark (or 
diquark) with one (or more) quarks belonging to the sea . 



A detailed description of how the interaction itself proceeds is not 
given, the only assumption is that the interaction ia started by the 
so-called "wee" partons, which have very small | x I values (where 
x is the reduced quark momentum, i.e. the fraction of the CMS beam 
or target momentum carried by a quark q) . As an example, the 
inclusive invariant K * structure function can be written as follows 

where x j , x are the reduced momenta of tho recombining quarks, 
F is the invariant Joint distribution function of the partons loadirr; 
to the production of K° , and R is their recombination function. 
This formula represents a two-step process, namely first the 
reshuffling of partons due to the interaction and secondly, the 
recombination of quark and antiquork into a meson. On this basis a 
c lass of models was developed by adopting a particular form of the P 
and R functions, where P is usually a product of single quark 
distributions (extracted from the deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering) 
and a phase-space factor. 

A different approach to describe tha Inclusive production of 
hodrons Is given by various fragmentation models [4j . In these models 
the basic assumption IF. that one of the valence quarks retains (nearly) 
all of the original hadron momentum, and produces hadrons by 
subsequent fragmentation cascades . Here the inclusive K* production is 

by a formula of the type 

f (x.) (i > u, s ) denotes the invariant distribution of the 
e quarks in the incoming !< and O. v (— ) is the fragment 

l k i K^ i 

where 
valence quarks in the incoming !< and O. v (— ) is the fragmentation 
function of these valence quarks into K^s. The various fragmentation 
models differ in their assumptions concerning the f and O functions, 
however, in principle both f and D functions can be deduced from the 
deep inelastic scattering data and e e" annihilations, respectively. 
One of the most successful models based on the fragmentation 
approach, often referred to a s the Lund model ( B i n d e r s o n 
et aL [V] ) , relates the fragmentation behaviour to the properties 
of the force field between quarks. In this model the force field between 
colour objects separated in space, e.g. the quark and diquark produced 



in pp collision, is described as a one-dimensional colour string in 
space and the hadron production occurs through break-ups of the 

string. 
Detailed quantitative comparisons of both fragmentation and 

recombination models v/ith the available data were subject of 
numerous papers published durin;; last 5 years [_6 J . The conclusion 
of those papers is that after suitable tuning of parameters most of the 
models can satisfactorily describe the data coming from various 
experiments and thus neither model can be ruled out. In this thesis 
only a qualitative discussion of the obtained single particle 
distributions is presented in the framework of the fragmentation and 
recombination models while a more detailed discussion is transferred 
to the polarization problem. 

Similarly to the hadron production, the s quark polarization 
mechanism is expected to be a process of soft nature. This follows 
from two facts. Firstly, at very high momentum transfers the Born term 
is expected to dominate in the pcrturbotive expansion of the QCD 
scattering amplitude. Since in this approximation the amplitude is 
real, the polarization should vanish. Secondly, processes of hard 
scattering should manifest themselves by the production of particles 
with very high transverse momenta (of several G-eV/c, say p,_ >̂ 5 
GrcV/c) while at the energies discussed in this thesis the observed 
hyperons are produced with p^ only up to about 3 GeV/c. Therefore 
instead of the rigorous calculation of the spin density matrix in the 
framework of the (perturbative) QCD the phenomcnological approach 
is attempted. 

In this context, when both s quark polarization and J\ production 
mechanism are to be determined, the K**p interactions seem to be 
particularly well suited for the investigation of the problem of the 
polarization. 

The thesis is organised a s follows. The experimental layout and 
data processing are described in chapter 2. Next (chapter 3) the 
method of obtaining unambiguous sample of neutral kaons \ K n ) , / \ ° - s 

/C-£ is presented followed by the discussion of their inclusive 
production as compared to the lower energy data a s well a s to the 
data coming from the reactions induced by non-strange projoctiles 
(chapter 4 ) . The polarization data are presented in chapter 5 and 

discussed in terms- of models based on quark porton picture in chapter 6. 
Finally, chapter 7 contains the conclusions of the thesis. 
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Z. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiment on which this thesis is based was proposed by 
the Aachen, Berlin, CERN, Cracow, London, Vienna, Worsa.v Collaboration 
and was approved in August 1976 by the SPS Committee (CEftN) and 
given the code number VVA-20. Later three other laboratories, namely 
Bombay, Innsbruck arid Jammu, joined the Collaboration. 

2.1. General Layout of the Experiment 

The experiment was performed at CERN, the European 
Organisation' for Nuclear Research in Geneva, Switzerland. The 
experimental areas stretch out between the viiiagos Meyrin 
(Switzerland) and Provessin ( trance) near Geneva. There a system 
of accelerators and accumulation rings (fig. 2.1) has been developed 
since 1953. In 1959 the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) was 
completed. It has 100 magnets positioned around a ring 200 meters 
in diameter, which hold the protons on their orbits in a narrow vacuum 
tube as they ore accelerated to high energy (up to 28 GeV) by 
a radio frequency (RP) field. Before being injected into the main 
ring, the protons pass through a linear accelerator, the Linac, '//hero 
they arc accelerated to the energy of 50 MeV, and a small four-ring 
synchrotron which increases their energy to 800 MeV. The higher 
injection energy makes it possible to accelerate more protons to tho 
full machine energy. Originally built to supply protons directly to 
experiments, the PS no'.v provides the protons and antiprotons for the 
big 450 GeV Super Proton Synchrotron ( S P 3 ) which came into action 
in 1976. It is one of the largest accelerators in the world with 1000 
magnets positioned around a ring 2.2 Itm in diameter in an underground 
tunnel. Por fixed target experiments, the S P S receives protons in 
bursts from the PS at an energy of 10 GeV, RP -cavities provide 
accelerating fields which boost the energy of the circulating particles. 
The S P S provides particle beams to two experimental areas, to the 
north and to the west of the CERN site. Doth areas are used for 
experiments with beams of "secondary" particles, produced when the 
original high energy proton boom hits a target. 

Recently, the S P S has been adapted to handle antiprotons (after 
invention of a new technique, known as stochastic cooling, which 
enables the antiprotons to be concentrated into intense beams) and con 
now also accelerate beams of protons and antiprotons in opposite 
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directions around the S P S ring to b« collided. 
The W/U28 experiment waa a fixed target experiment with the 

Big European Bubble Chamber placed in the West Hall aa a target 
and detector. 

2.2. Beam 

The experiment used the high energy RF-soparated hadron boam 
(the S3 beam) from the CERN 3 P S to provide a boam of negative 
kaons with the momentum of 110 GeV/c, 

The S3 beam line, 899 m long, Is of th» classic thrae stage 
design, the first stage giving momontur.i definition, the second stage 
mass definition and the third stage final cleaning and shaping before 
entry to BEBC. Pig, 2.2 shows the general layout of the beam line. 
The target is located in the extracted proton beam tunnel about 50 m 
from the SPS ejection point. Then the secondary beam is vertically 
bont (to follow the line of the tunnel to the West Hall) and collimated 
to provide the momentum definition. During normal running the momentum 
spread is ± 0.2 łć. Mass separation is achieved by the use of two 
of three RF1-cavities installed in the boam line, with intercavity 
distances of 192 m (RF1-RF2) and 312 m (RF2-RF3). Those 
cavities operate at 6 GHz. The third stage of the beam line consists 
of two large horizontal bends situated in the West Hall after RP3. 
The first bend provides a momentum re-definition and the second 
cleans the bean of "off momentum" particles and leads it directly to 
BEBC. In order to obtain an optimal spread in BEBC a set of 
quadrupole magnets diverging the boam horizontally is also installed 
at the end of the S3 beam lino (cf. fig. 2.3). 

2.3. Beam Tagging System 

The distance between the RP cavities RF1 and RF3 (504 m) 
was chosen such that using these two cavities the maximum momentum 
at which pure K~ beams can be obtained is 70 GeV/c. 
At 110 G-eV/c the mass separation was not complete, some pions and 
antiprotons also reach BEBC (the beam composition was 
approximately 9 CA pions, 86 l,ó kaons and 5 y& antiprotons). In order 
to provide beam particle identification, a beam tagging system was 
installed in the last SO m of the beam line before chamber. 
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This system consisted of two Cerenkov counters for particle 
identification and two scintillator hodoscopes to determine the 
trajectory of each particle entering BE DC (cf. fig. 2.3). The data 
from t'ie tagging system were used at the scanning stage to obtain 
a pure sample of K~- induced reactions. 

2.4. Big European Bubble Chamber 

The Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) is a large but 
conventional bubble chamber. Like in other bubble chambers its 
operation is based on the fact that, in a superheated liquid (hydrogen 
in this' experiment), boiling will start with formation of gas bubbles at 
nudeation centers in the liquid, and particularly along trails of ions 
left by the passage of charged particles. The liquid filling is maintained 
under an overpressure and the superheating is achieved by a sudden 
expansion of a piston placed at the bottom of the chamber. After 
expansion, bubbles along the tracks are allowed to grow over 
a period of the order of 10 ma, and photographed by an array of 
stereo cameras using flash illumination. The bubbles then collapse 
under a recompression stroke. The maximum expansion rate is about 
1 expansion every two seconds for acceptable film quality. 

BEBC is a vertical cylinder about 4 m high and 3.7 m in 
diameter (21.5 m of useful volume) with a hemispherical top 
containing five cameras arranged in a pentagon. The cameras are 
equipped with fish eye lenses s o that each camera views the entire 
useful volume of the chamber. The chamber is lined with scotchlite 
and employs a bright-field illumination system. The maximum 
resolution is 600 pm in space with normal cameras. ' A magnetic 
field of 3.5 Tesla, parallel to' the axis of the chamber 
enables accurate determination of momentum o;' charged particles 
(by Measurement of the curvature of their trades) up to 110 GoV/c 
(accuracy better than 4 vi for tracks longer than 3 m). 

The boain entry and exit v/indo.vs are made of two layers of 
stainless steel 0.5 cm thick which is equivalent to about 24 cm ot* 
liquid hydrogen. As the interaction length in iron for 110 GeV/c K~ 
is about 15 cm, about 3 /o of the beam tracks are expected to 
interact in the entry window. 
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The problem of ft , Kn, fC and -Is? detection (by detection of charged 
decay or conversion products) efficiency is discussed in details later. 

The main disadvantage of a bubble chamber operating without 
a suitable down-stream spectrometer is the lack of charged particle 
identification for particles of momentum greater than 1.5 GeV/c. Below 
this momentum protons can usually be separated from mesons by 
inspection of energy loss by ionisotion (slow .protons due to greater 
mass ionise more,leaving thicker tracks or even stop inside the 

chamber). 

2.5. History of the Experiment 

The first data-taking run of the experiment took place in 
August 1977, the second in November and December 1977 and the last, 
run III, in March 197S. In total, about 300,000 pictures were taken by 
each of the five cameras ins ailed in BEBC. 

2.6. Scanning 

The complete sample of films was scanned three times, the first 
t.vo scans being independent event searches, and the third being 
a check scan using the results of the first two scans. At this stage frames 
with seen Interaction of K~ were selected by using the tagging system 
data: the position of he beam track read out from the scintillation 
hodoscopes was geometrically extrapolated to the BEBC entry window 
and then transformed to the real BEBC coordinate system. The numerical 
constants used to do this transformation were determined experimentally 
and did not require a precise knowledge of the positions of the 
hodoscopes relatively to BEBC (apart from the radial distances used 
to compute the position of extrapolated point). The transformation was 
determined by measuring the entry point coordinates of about 100 tracks 
and plotting these values against the corresponding predicted values, 
thus obtaining a calibration curve. On this basis a template was 
devised (' . details see P.Wright [ 7 ] ) . 

Initially all beam tracks were scanned, irrespectively of the 
tagged particle type, to gain experience on the tagging data and in 
order to check the total K~p cross-section (which was known to be 
20.5 mb from measurement by A,S.Carrol et al. [B] ) . Once the system 
was calibrated only those beam tracks which interacted in the fiducial 
volume were checked >vith the tagging predictions and recorded. When 
the primary vertex was located on a tagged kaon bean track the frame 
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was searched for all the so-called vzcros (V ) i.e. decay vertices of 

neutral strange particles (often these vertices resemble the letter V 

in shape) or gammas i.e. converted electron-positron pairs, that could 

possibly be associated to the event. At this staje no attempt >vas made 

to identify ambiguous vzero/gamrnas, as all hypotheses for Jj-s and 

V -s were tried in the kinematic program (which is described below). 

Por run 111, in order to speed up the data analysis, only events with 

seen V -s and/or £s were recorded in the scanning. It follows that 

the microbarn equivalents (the ratio of K p cross-section to number of 

observed K~p events for a particular topology) could bo calculated 

only for runs I and II. 

The double-scan efficiency for events with more than 2 charged 

prongs has been computed using the following formula: 

t = N12*(N1*N2-N,,)/N,*NJ 

where N , N' , N-2 are the numbers of events seen in scan 1, scon 2 

and both scan 1 and 2, respectively. This formula is obtained from the 

assumption that all primary events are equally visible (which is not 

completely true, but a very good approximation for events vith more 

than 2 charged prongs). The two-scan efficiency, computed for run 

I and II data was greater than 99 .•» for all labs and showed no 

significant variation, so the average value, 99.7 ,o has been taken and 

used in all analysis. Por the t./o prong events a value of 'JO ,J ha:; 

been taken as a reliable approximation and for the 0-pronjjs events 

the scanning efficiency was small, about 50 /« (this was estimated (rom 

the difference between the total K p cross-section and the cro.s.s-yoction 

for the process K~p —•* charged particles) (OJiansone et aU, 

VVA-28, j_9J ). In order to compute the scanning efficiencies for V J-n 

and £-S each lab carried out a special scan on a suboample uf cicita. 

The average (over all labs) tivo-acan efficiency .-ws (cJQ±-j) ,* for MJ 

and (80+5) .o for J" . The lower efficiency for £ -s is caused by the 

systematic loss of those gammas which ore difficult to bo found and/or 

associated visually to the primary vertex - usually those of low oner \y 

which convert at a large distance from the primary vertex. 
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2.7. Measurement and Reconstruction of Events 

Subsequently all K * . tagged primary events, together with all 
V°-s, $*-s and ambiguous V°/ y- - s , associated to the primary vertex 
were measured. The resulting events were usually at least 95 70 
complete, I.e., l ess than 5 vo of all tracks subsequently failed in the 
off-line geometry program, which was used for the geometrical 
reconstruction of the track in space, in order to obtain the 3-momenta 
of the measured particles. This reconstruction '-ras made using the 
so-called "HYDRA. Ceometry Program" [10] . Having spatially 
reconstructed events, the next step in the data processing chain was 
the "HYDRA Kinematic Program" [ l o ] . Kinematic fitting is the process 
of optimising the track parameters in a given vertex in order to satisfy 
energy and momentum conservation, subject to specified mass assignments 
1 or the individual tracks, and, possibly, to additional constraints (e.g. 
requiring a certain effective mass for the groups of pairs - of decay 
or conversion products). However, at 110 G-eV/c (with the mean 
charged multiplicity about 7 and practically no possibility of direct 
identification of secondary particles) complete vertex fitting is a very 
complex problem subject to error and ambiguity. Consequently, the 
kinematic program has been optimised for V°/f- vertex fitting only. 
The detailed description of this program can be found in [? ] . Por all 
V°/»- vertices four hypotheses were tried! Jj"*-» e+e", Kn-» JT̂ TT"; 
A" -> PT~ and A&-» pTT*~ ( K n stands for both K° and K° which 
are experimentally undistinguishable). Hypotheses with the probability 
.greater than 0.01 vo were accepted. An estimation of the so-called 
passing rate defined as 

Passing Rate - N o > <* V°-s wjth connected fit 
Total No. of associated V (measured) 

.vas made for run 1 data. The values of the passing rate varied from 
77.1 y» to 8S.7 jo in case of )£•, and from 80.4 -;ó to 85.7 vi in case 
of V° for various laboratories. 

The result of the data processing, described briefly here, was 
a set of tapes containing all information available on events including 
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all possible (i.e. allowed by the fit) mass assignments for charged 

tracks, V° hypotheses, etc AU this information was stored in the form 

of the HYDRA data structure [ id] . 

The final step of the data processing was the preparation of the 

Data Summary Tap* (DST). It involved a number at various tests 

which are described in the next chapter. 
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3. V° ANALYSIS 

The next step of data processing was the overall check of the 

data quality resulting in several cuts which were necessary in order 

to remove badly measured or reconstructed events. The most important 

part of this step was the analysis of vzero/gamma decays including the 

problem of ambiguous hypotheses, losses due to finite volume of BEBC, 

etc Once appropriate cuts, compensating weights and correction factors 

were established the final DST was prepared. 

3.1. Post-measurement Event Selection 

As the first step cuts on primary vertex fiducial volume and beam 

tracks were imposed. The fiducial volume corresponds to the scan 

fiducial volume /mentioned in the previous chapter, translated into the 

BEBC coordinate system, which is shown in fig. 3.1. The primary 

vertex fiducial volume (sketched in fig. 3.2) is designed to select as 

many events as possible while still leaving sufficient space downstream 

to obtain adequate measurements of the secondary tracks. This cut has 

removed the events which were measured by mistake or were too high 

or low in the chamber and would not be rejected at the scanning stage. 

At 110 GeV/c it is often difficult to tell visually whether a 

a particular beam track is a good beam track or whether it has 

scattered before the chamber and lost some energy. This problem is 

clearly more difficult for short tracks. To reduce the loss of good 

events all events were measured unless the beam track was clearly 

non-parallel to the beam direction, and a cut was applied at the 

analysis stage. Due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate momentum 

measurements of short tracks, the cuts were applied to the angles and 

entry points of the beam tracks, not to the momentum. The cuts were 

as follows (cf. fig. 3.3): 

z m i n < z < y max 

e e *e 

y m i n < y < v m a x 

© G © 

| X e ' < X cut 



where y , z are the coordinates defining the position and X <)> aro 
the dip and azimuthal angles defining the direction of the boa;.; track at 
the BEBC entry window, and j 4>e* is defined in table 3.1. y , z , Xfi 

and 4>e were computed from the primary vertex position and beam 
track curvature (taking into account the magnetic field inside BEDC) 
using the following formulas; 

y e = V * L * tg(A<)>/2) 
ze 
A4> 
AX 

+e 
K 

= z 
- L * Bi 
= L * B2 

= * • A * 

= X ł AX 

/ P 
/ p 

where x, y, z are coordinates of the primary vertex, <t>, X angles 
define the beam direction at this point, L is the beam track length, p is 
the beam momentum and B. , B_ are the corresponding components of 
the magnetic field inside BEBC. 

The values of the beam cut parameters are listed in table 3.1. 
Fig. 3.4 shows, as an example, a scatter plot of i 4>e v s y (for the 
run III data) which illustrates the beam distribution at the entry window. 
Pig. 3.5 shows a scatter plot of the measured beam momentum v s beam 
track length. Since a large scatter of measured momenta is observed, 
the average value of the momentum for tracks more than 150 cm long 
for each run was taken as a nominal value and was imposed on all 
beam tracks in the run ( s e e table 3.1) . 

3.2. V zero/Gamma Selection 

Once an event has satisfied the tests on the beam quality as well 
a s on the position of the primary vertex in the chamber, the data 
structure was searched for V / j - associated to the primary vertex. 
If one was found it was first checked whether it was in the fiducial 
volume for the V /g* i.e. inside the cylinder of 165 cm radius coaxial 
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with BE13C end extending 1 m above and below the beam plane. 
This cut imposed a minimum length of 20 cm on the decay tracks 
from the V°/*• . In nearly all cases this was sufficient to enable 
reasonably accurate momentum measurements. 

Table 3.2 gives the numbers of unique £, Kn, f£ and A. 
hypotheses as well as the numbers of ambiguous fits. 

3.3. Checks of the Vzero Sample 

There are several checks that can be made -to see if the results 
from the kinematic fitting procedure are correct and unbiased. One is 
the shape of the "pull" distributions, where the pull on a given quality 
(l/p, X or <t> ) is defined as 

M - F 
Pull = 

V (AM)4 - (AF)» 
where M is the measured value, P is the fitted value and AM, 
are their errors, respectively. 

Por illustration figs. 3a, b, c and d shows the pulls on the 
azimuthal angles of e e" (from ft conversion), T* IT"" (from Kn decay), 
pit" (from A° decay) and f>T+ (from A*decay). As it is seen each 
distribution in fig. 3.6 has a mean of about 0 with the standard deviation 
(G ) of about 1, as expected for an unbiassed data sample and for 
correct estimation of the measuring errors. 

3.4. Ambiguous Hypotheses 
To obtain pure samples of K -s or A°-s the ambiguities were 

treated_ln the following way. The J-/Kn, jj/Af» j7A?j Jf/Kn/A*. 
^/K /AC ambiguities were resolved by taking the y- hypothesis as the 
correct one. There are various justifications of this procedure - for 
instance the ratio of numbers of Jf/A0 to Jf/A" ambiguities is roughly 
1:1, if these_ were true V -s the ratio should be equal to the ratio of 
the A. to £Ł cross-sections, i.e. 5:1 (cf. table 4.1). 

Por the remaining ambiguities it was practically impossible to 
choose the correct fit, though ambiguities occur only in well-defined 
kinematical regions. This is clearly seen in fig. 3.7 where the 
so-called Armenteros-Podolanski plot is shown. This is a plot of 
* - (P L * - P£")/(PL" + P£) versus pT , where pL+ ( P L ~ ) is the 
momentum component of the positive (negative) decay particle along 
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the V - lin* of flight and p^ is its transverse momentum, all in the lab 
frame (cf. Appendix A) . As follows from this plot the ambiguity can 
occur in some -veil -defined regions of oC and p_. Hovever, the «G and p,_ 
values suffer from experimental errors which, when large, make the 
discrimination between various V°- hypotheses practically impossible. 

Consequently, in order to obtain clean samplos of Kn, A° and 
J\ all V°s with ambiguous Kn//^° or K n / j \ ° hyppthesos were removed 

from the sample. This, however, implies a bias. Pit;. 3.8 shoiva the 
distribution of lab momentum of unambiguous (solid linos) and 
ambiguous (dashed lines) V°-s and Kg. 3.9 shows the ratio o; these 
distributions. As it is seen the momentum distribution of unique V°-.s 
is steeper than that of ambiguous and consequently the mean value of 'ho 
lab momentum of the unique V - s is significantly smaller than that 

observed for the ambiguous ones. It follows tlwit, in order to obtain 
o / a correct momentum distribution of V - s {and obvioualy also their 

correct number), the removed ambiguous V -3 should be compensated 
by appropriate weights (described in details in Appendix A) ^ivon to 
the remaining sample. The effect of these weights can be seen in 
fig. 3.10 where the ratio of all V°-s (unique and ambiguous) to the 
weighted unique V - s versus the lab momentum is shown. As thia ratio 
does not depend on V - momentum and is very close to 1 it can be 
assumed that the momentum distribution of the weighted saiiiplc of 

V - s with removed ambiguous hypotheses is unbiassed. 

Tor a test of contamination by misidentified hypotheses the 
distribution of cos 0 * can be used, where 9 is the angle between the 
unit vector along the V- direction and positive decay particle in the 

Q 

V - rest frame. Por the sake of comparison this distributions is shown 
for all hypotheses (fig. 3.11) and for the sample of weighted unique 
hypotheses (fig. 3.12). Por a pure sample the cos 0 distribution should 
be flat. As it is seen from fig. 3.11, the "unclean" sample shows 
distinct narrow peaks for cos & near ± 1 (which indicate the 
contamination by misidentified £) and some e x c e s s for positive values 
of cos 8 * for A. and for negative values of cos 9 for A (which 
come from Kn misidentified a s A ° or A ° , respectively). In contrast 
no such features are present in fig. 3.12, where unique hypotheses 
are shown. Neither a signal of £*ttpr misidentified V hypotheses 
is observed. 
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Instead a clear dip is seen for the values of cos 0 where Kn/iS.° and 
K n / A ° ambiguities occur. The "missing" V°-s are however (statistically) 
accounted for by the weights described above and since there is no 
correlation between cos o and the V lab momentum, it can be assumed 
that clean, unbiassed samples of K , A and A were obtained. 

ft was also checked that there is no correlation between the 
-angles w defined here and o defined in sect. 5.1 and thus no 
bias is introduced by the polarization measurement discussed in 
chapter 5, 

3.5. Potential Weights 

The next correction comes from the fact that some V?s decay 
either too close to the primary vertex to be seen, or outside the 
fiducial volume (in most cases outside the chamber). Pig. 3.13. shows 
the distribution of the decay length, i.e.. the distance I from the primary 
vertex to the decay vertex, for K and A. « A significant loss is seen 
for the decay length I < 4 cm, and this value was taken a s a minimum 
length cut 1 . . On the other hand, for any particular V° the "potential 
length" (l ) , i.e. the distance between the primary vertex and the 

max 
edge of the V fiducial volume, a s measured along the V line of 
flight, can be calculated. On this basis the probability of observable V° 
decay was estimated as well a s the probability of the 'V interaction 
inside BEBC. Thus an appropriate weight was applied to each V° 
hypothesis, proportional to 

1 

where I is a combined mean decay and interaction length. The detailed 
description of this weighting procedure is given in Appendix B. 

Pig. 3.14. presents the distribution of both ambiguity and potential 
weights; their mean values are listed in table 3.3. Pig. 3.15. shows the 
scatter plots illustrating the dependence of these weights on the V° lab 
momentum. In all c a s e s the weights increase with increasing V 
momentum apart from very slow V - s where strong increase of the 
potential weight with decreasing momentum is observed due to the 
corresponding increase of probability of V° interaction inside the 
chamber (cf. Appendix B) . 
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4. INCLUSIVE Kn* A ° AND A ° PRODUCTION 

The final unique V°-sample consists of 3476 Kn-s, 945 A°-s 

and 195 A. after all cuts. No attempt has been made to distinguish 

between the directly produced V and those coming from resonance 

(e.g. K* (892) or Z*( l385 ) , respectively) or ZI°-> A?£ d e c a v s « 

It will be assumed that all V -s are produced in the primary 

interaction. 

4.1. Inclusive Cross-Sections 

As described in chapter 2 and 3 several weights and correction 

factors' have to be applied to the selected V hypotheses in order to 

obtain cross-sections. They comprise: the primary vertex and V 

scanning efficiencies, the passing rate, the ambiguity weight, the 

potential weight, correction for unseen decay modes (2.915 for Kn 

and 1.577 for _A°/ J\ ) and the microbarn equivalent. However, as it 

was explained earlier for run Itl only events with seon V / $" were 

selected during the scanning and all other information was not 

recorded; thus the evaluation of the inclusive cross-sections ./as 

possible for runs I and II only. Por the data sample from runa I and II 

the (overall) microbarn equivalent was 1.78 yub/event (which 

corresponds to the total K~p cross-section of 20.5 mb). 

Table 4.1. shows the inclusive cross-section for K , A and A 

as well as for semi-inclusive KnKn and A Kn production at 

110 GeV/c (taken from P.Wright et al., WA-28, [ l l ] ). The latter were 

computed assuming that individual decays are uncorrelatod. The errors 

include the statistical errors and the estimated systematic errors on 

the V scanning efficiency and passing rates. 

Pig. 4.1, shows the cross-section for inclusive Kn, A • A. (and 

also for the sake of comparison 'IT-) production in K~p interactions at 

energies from 3 to 110 GeV/c and fig. 4.2 shows the cross-section 

for semi-inclusive KnKn and A Kn production in the same energy 

range (the low energy data from [12^ ). It is seen that the inclusive 

Kn cross-section rises smoothly with increasing primary energy. 

The average slope is slightly smaller than that for inclusive 7r — 

production. On the other hand the inclusive A. cross-section falls from 

about 5 mb at 3 GeV/c to about 2.4 mb at 14.3 GeV/c and then stays 

essentially constant up to 110 GeV/c 
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& is known that inclusive A ° production at primary K~ momenta 
below 14.3 GeV/c comes primarily from the final state A ° + pions 
(i.e. the hypercharge annihilation process), and the cross-section 
for this channel decreases with increasing momentum of the projectile 
between 3 and 14.3. GeV/c. The constancy of the A cross-section 
above 14.3 OeV/c could be due to the continuing decrease In the 
contribution of thi» channel together with a strong Increase In the 
A°KK + pions channel (i.e. the associated production) and some 

increase in the A°BB channel (where B is a baryon). The increase 
in the A°KK + pions and A°BB + pions can be deduced from the 
increase in the «A°Kn and A ° inclusive cross-sections, respectively, 
as shown in tigs. 4.2. and 4.1., respectively. 

It is worth noticing that the A cross-section in the two most 
Important channels of A production (neglecting resonance production), 
namely in the associated production and hypercharge annihilation 
channels, have different energy dependences. The relative yield as 
a function of energy can be extracted from fig. 4.3, where the ratio 

D (K"p-» A°KK ł pions) 
(K~p —»» A • anything) 

is presented, ft follows from this figure that while at low energies 
hypercharge annihilation dominates, at high energies it dies off, leaving 
associated production as the predominant channel. At 110 GeV/c the 
latter constitutes (80 + 20) vo of the total inclusive A ° cross-section. 

4.2. Differential Cross-Sections 

In this paragraph the differential cross-sections for Kn, A ° and 
A ° production at 110 G«V/c are presented! 

i 
= J 

where ~fT is the total energy available in CMS, E is the CMS energy 
of the V° (Kn, A ° i A° ) i *jp» i« the Peynman variable defined as 
J ^ S 2 pj-J^. p, and Bj, are longitudinal and transverse CMS 
momenta of the V , relative to the beam axis and 
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y - . 0.5 # In [(E + PL)/(tt - pL)] is the CMS rapidity. 

The distributions at 110 C*eV/c shown here ore based on tho 

full statistical about 3 times greater than that of runs I + U only, 

obtained as described in chapter 3. The normalization of theae 

distributions was determined in such a way as to fit the inclusive 

cross-section evaluated for the run I • 0 data. Tho justification of such 

treatment of data comes from the fact that the data processing of run 

III was Identical as for previous runs and was performed essentially 

by the same laboratories (the data analysed by Bombay, Innsbruck 

and Jammu were carefully checked and no indication of any biases 

of the sub-sample was found)* 

4.2.1. Inclusive Kn Production 

Fig. 4.4a shows the P(xp.) distribution for Kn production 

at 110 GeV/c as well aa the F ( x p ) distributions obtained ot lower 

energies (14.3 and 32 GeV/c). In addition, the F(xpJ for Kn produced 

together with another Kn at 110 GeV/c is presented (by dotted lines). 

It is seen that the distributions scale (i.e. do not depend on the 

primary energy) within experimental errors in the energy ran'je from 

14.3 do 110 GeV/c Kn-s are produced mostly in the forward 

hemisphere, while the distribution of Kn-s from KnKn pairs at 

110 GeV/c is nearly symmetric with respect to x p • 0 and those 

Kn-a are produced in general at small | x p | values. Since in'the 

forward hemisphere K -s produced together with another Kn constitute 

only about 10 >« of the total inclusive Kn production at 110 GoV/c 

it can be deduced that neutral kaon production in this hemisphere is 

dominated by the projectile fragmentation (including diffraction) .vhicli 

being a strong process conserves the strangeness quantum nur.ibor. 

On the other hand the K K pair production plays a dominant role in 

the backward Kn production. However, as it was discussed in :>ect. 

4.1, a significant increase in the cross-section for KnKn pairs .ith 

increasing energy is observed. The observed scaling in the baclc./arci 

hemisphere may be explained as follows. At low energies the Kn 

production (in the backward hemiaphere) ia dominated by the reaction 

involving baryon, strangeness and/or charge quantum numbers 

exchange. The cross-sections for these reactions decrease with 

increasing primary energy (and they are well described by the 



formalism (see for example S.N.Gangutf, D.PJ?oy [13^) • b«* the 
Kn production rate is kept rougiily constant due to increasing 
cross-section for KnKn pairs production, which is a dominant 
mechanism of the inclusive (backward) K production at 110 GeV/c. 

Qualitatively, the F*(x^) distribution at 110 GeV/c c*"n be 
explained in terms of the quark models. According to this picture, 
in the forward hemisphere the K (in fact K ) production is dominatod 
by the fragmentation or the recombination of the valence quark from the 
incident Is", i.e. the K~ —'•* K process. (The symbol a —*> c denotes 
the inclusive production of c in the fragmentation region of a in the 
process a + b —*c + X ), In tlie backward hemisphere K -a are 
produced via proton (i,e. quark or diquark) fragmentation (where the 
strins brealcs up giving a s i - pair) or the recombination of the fast 
valence prot'-.i quark (or diquark) with the sea s-quark (the 
p —ir K process) . In any case an additional sś-pair is involved 
thus not single K - s but strange-antistrange hadron pairs (e.g. K K , 

A.°K°, etc.) should be observed in this region. Pinally in the central 
region K n -s are produced either by the sś" - pair production or by 
the recombination of the "wee" (interacting) K~ valence s-quark. 

Fig. 4.4b (the data from [l<l]) shows, as an example, the 
behaviour of K production in reactions induced by a non-strange 
projectile (ir~) in terms of F ( x p ) distribution for the inclusive 
reaction TT" p ->• Kn + X in a wide energy rango. As expected, due to 
the lack of the valence s-quark in the initial state, the Kn production 
both in the central and the projectile fragmentation regions is strongly 
suppressed a s compared to the K~p interactions (cf. fig. 4.4a) while 
in the proton hemisphere the P ( x p ) distributions are similar in both 
cases . In TT~ inter cations some increase of the central Kn production 
with increasing energy is observed which follows from the 
corresponding increase of the semi-inclusive cross-section for K n K n 

pair production. This mechanism is expected to be dominant for Kn 

production in the ractions induced by non-strange projectiles. 
Indeed, the P ( x F ) distributions of the reactions 
•n- p -* Kn + X and K"'p -*• K n K n + X are very similar both in 

shape and absolute values ( s e e fig. 4.4b) indicating similar production 
mechanisms being involved. 
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Pig. 4.5. shows the P(y) distribution (eq.4.4.2) for inclusive Kn 

production at 110 GeV/c. Also shown are the data at 14.3, 32 and 

70 GeV/c [l2j . Despite the broadening of the distribution with 

increasing energy, it retains a distinct peak which moves to 

increasingly large y as the energy increases, in agreement with the 

discussion presented above. 

Pig. 4.6a shows the F(p,p ) distribution (eq.4.2.3) (or inclusive 

Kn production at 110 GeV/c. Por p£, < 0.5 (GeV/c)2 this distribution 

is well described by an exponential exp(-bp_) with 

b - 4,53 + 0.31 (GeV/c)"2 while for 0.5 <£ pjl <̂  2.8 (GeV/c)2 

b - 2.86 i 0.13 (G-eV/c)" . The observed change of slope is usually 

interpreted as the evidence for resonance production. Indeed, if Kn is 

not produced directly but is a result of a resonance decay (in this 

case mostly K (89?)) it takes only a part of the momentum of the 

directly produced particle. It follows that the momenta of K -s corning 

from resonance decays are expected to lie in a limited region of 
2 

phase-space corresponding to small values of p,„. 

A similar double-slope behaviour of P(p_ ) is observed Also in 

K~p interactions at 32 GeV/c [l2J as well as in If" p f14~| interactions 

as shown in fig. 4.6b. 

4.2.2. Inclusive A ° Production 

Pig. 4.7. shows the invariant P(x~) distribution (oq. 4.2.1-) for 

inclusive /\, production at 110 GeV/c together with the lo.ver energy 

data from £l2J shown for comparison. There is considerable decrease 

with increasing energy in the absolute values of P(x_) over the whole 

x_̂  range and in addition the shape changes from one with a central 

maximum at low energies to another one with a flat central region at 

medium energies, and finally to one with pronounced forward and 

backward peaks and a central dip at 110 GeV/c. This behaviour can be 

explained by considering that the _/\° production consists of three main 

components: 

K~p —» A ° + pions ("hypercharge annihilation") 

K~p —*• / v 3 + KK + pions ("associated production") 

K~p —*• _/\° + BB + pions 

Pig. 4.8. shows the p(x„) distribution of i\.°-s produced together with 

a Kn at 110 GeV/c. This distribution can be interpreted as the 

distribution of j \ ° - s from the associated production channel since from 



the conservation of both the total isospin T and its third component 6, 
and the (naive) assumption that all possible final A KK states 
(i.o. A°K+K", A°K + K°, A°K°K* and A ° K ° K ° ) are equiprobablo 
it follows that the cross-section for A KK and A Kn are equal. 
A more rigorous assumption that all possible final states with fixed T 
and €> are equiprobable (the statistical isospin model by P.Cerulus [l5J ) 
leads to practically the same result, as it vvas shown by 
C.Cochet et ol. [ łó j , Prom this interpretation and fig. 4.8. it is seen 
that A. - s from the associated production channel are produced 
predominantly backwards and /either more by comparison with the total 
inclusive _A° distribution (also shown in fig. 4.8.) it con be concluded 
that the channel A°KK 4- pions accounts practically for all the 
backward /V production at 110 GeV/c. Prom the results at 
32 GeV/c [12] it is know that the A from process K~p-»A + pions 
have an essentially unitorm invariant distribution in x_, and that those 
from the channel K p —> J\ + BD + pions ore produced mainly 
forwards (cf. sect. 4.2.3). The change in the shape of the F*(x_) 
distribution with energy can be then explained as follows. At low 
energies the hyporcharge annihilation contribution dominates and 
produces a centrally peaked distribution. This contribution decreases 
in s ize relative to both target and projectile fragmentation processes 

so that at 110 G-eV/c the distribution is dominated by the 
p • •&* A ^hd K" —^"/Y processes, respectively, where K~A. 
denotes the associfted production component of K"p interactions. 

It follows that at high energies one can expect that in the 
reactions induced by non-strange projectiles the mechanism of the A 
production in the proton hemisphere should be similar to that observed 
in K~p interactions, namely the fragmentation or recombination with 
a sea s-quark of the valence ud-diquark from the target proton. 
As a consequence the F(xpJ distribution for the processes 
p —i* l \ and p —•» / \ , where a denotes any non-strange projec 
should be similar. In the forward hemisphere the A. production is 
expected to be suppressed for analogous reasons as K in the 
process a —> K where the projectile a does not contain strange 
valence quarks. 

Pig. 4.9. presents the P(x„.) distribution for the inclusive 
reaction T~p + X at various energies compared with the data from 
the reaction K~p —» A° K**- X at 110 GeV/c. 
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It is seen that both distributions ar« quite similar as expected. 
Pig. 4.10. shows the P ( y ) distribution (or A.° production at 

110 GeV/c. The expansion of the central region visualised by the use 
of the rapidity variable emphasises the central dip not observed at 
lower energies. 

Pig. 4.11a shows the F*(pT ) distribution. Similar to the Kn case 
a two-slope exponential behaviour is observed. The fitted values of the 
slopes are \ax - 3.6 ± 0.11 (GeV/c)"2 for p ^ 2 < 0.6 (GeV/c)2 and 
b 2 - 2.3 + 0.1 (GeV/c)"2 for p T

2 > 0.6 (GeV/c) 2 with 
K2/ND . 13.65/11 - 1.24 (the single-slope fit gives the slope 
b - 3.3 (GeV/c)"2 with O^/ND - 6.41), in contrast to what is observed 
in TT~p interactions, where the single-slope fit is good enough to 
describe the data (fig. 4.11b). 

The'two-exponential1 behaviour of the P ( p _ ) at 110 GeV/c may 
indicate that a significant part of the observed 7 \ - s at small p_ 
comes from resonances (mostly "22 (1385)) or 2 ° decays. 
Assuming this interpretation one can expect that some region of x ̂  
is contaminated by the non-directly produced J\ - s . A quantitative 
estimation of this effect was done by BAidersson et oL [ l 7 j < in the 
frame .vork of the Lund fragmentation model (Monte-Carlo simulation). 
The result is shown in fig. 4,12, where the relative yields of A ° 
coming from the leading quark fragmentation (curve 1), from Z°/Z (1385) 
decays (curve II) and from baryon-ontibaryon pair production 
(curve III) in the proton hemisphere at primary lab momentum 
of 400 GeV/c are shown. According to this estimation only at x^ 
close to 1.0 the contamination by the non-directly produced -A. - s is 
negligible. This, however, does not change the qualitative discussion 
of F(x_J distribution presented above since the Z ° or 2*( l385) 
production mechanisms are similar to that of directly produced A.°. 

It should be pointed out that the K~p —* / \ ° + X data do not 
show a scaling behaviour up to 110 GeV/c. This indicates that even 
at this energy in K~p interactions there are still other processes 
involved in the / v production,such a s quark exchange or 
annihilation expected to vanish at high energies, (in the 
formalism they correspond to the exchange of the Reggeon (i.e. f,Ui, 
t, A . mesons) or <p meson trajectories - as discussed 
by M. W.Krasny [iąj ). 
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since these "low energy" processes are beyond the range of the 
applicability of both the fragmentation and recombination Models one 
cannot expect that these models reproduce the /\° F*(xp) precisely 
at these energies. 

4.2.3. Inclusive /V Production 

i^ig, 4.13a presents the P ( x p ) distribution lor A production 
in K**p interactions at 14.3, 32 and 110 GeV/c. Apart from the rapid 
increase in absolute values, the distributions are similar in shape. 
It is seen that A ° - s are produced rather centrally, i.e. at \x.r-\ ^ 0.2. 
A similar behaviour is observed in case of TJ~p interactions, as it is 
seen in fig. 4.13b. This again can be understood qualitatively in terms 
of the quark models since in most cases the J\ momentum comes 
from the sea with only one exception for J\ - s containing the valence 
L?-quork from the projectile. These J\ - s contain the sea ds-diquark. 
It is interesting to note that triere in an asymmetry in the F(xp.) 
distribution (in K~p interactions): about 65 >t> ot A ° - s are produced 
forwards. The fact of central /Y° production and the asymmetry are 
even more clearly seen in fig. 4.14, where the P ( y ) distribution 
at 110 OeV/c is shown. 

Pinotty in fig. 4.15 the ^(p™, ) is shown for K~p at HO GeV/c 
as well as for tV~p interactions at 16, 40 and 360 GeV/c. All these 
distributions can be described by an exponential, however, limited 
statistics rule out more detailed analysis. 
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5. i Y ° POLARIZATION 

In this chapter the results on the polarization of A produced 

in K~p interactions at 110 GeV/c (so far the highest K~ energy at 

which the A polarization has been measured) are presented and 

compared with the available data on A.° polarization both from K~p 

interactions at lower energies and the reactions induced by p, p", TT-

and K . 

5.1. Measurement of the Polarization 

The A. spin quantization axis was chosen as perpendicular 

to the production .plans (since in the production plane the polarization 

must vanish as a consequence of parity conservation). Por the reaction 

a + proton —* A ° + anything (5.l) 

the normal to the A. production p\ane is defined as 

I P p * PA 

( 5 < 2 ) 

where "p* and "p̂  are the momentum vectors of the target proton 
A o and J\ in CMS, respectively. Since the angular distribution of the 

decay proton in the I\ rest frame is 

((cose) . 0.5 * (1 + ot PcosS) (5.3) 

one can show that 

P - 3 * < c o s 6 > / oL - (5.4) 

where oC is the asymmetry parameter for the A, —» pn" decay 

( ot « 0.65) and Q is the angle between the z-axis and the decay 

proton momentum in the A- rest frame. 

- 5.2. Biases 

As in most experiments, we are unable to distinguish between 

the directly produced A. - s and those c oming from the decay of A 

or strange baryon resonances ( £ * ( l 3 8 5 ) , etc.). Since the indirectly 

produced A ° - s are significantly less polarized, the polarization values 

obtained are thus underestimated. The bias coming from the 

contamination by A.° from ^ ° decay may be estimated as follows. 

It can be easily shown that the measured A. polarization is 
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where P( A ° ) , P ( A ° * - 2 O ) are the polarizations of the A ° produced 

direcUy and coming from "2° decay, respectively. The relative 

multiplicities ot A ° and £ °. N A* and Ny. , were estimated in 

various experiments [19J to be roughly 

N ^ + N z . '" 

thus 

P( A ° ) ~ 10/7 * Pm( A ° ) - 3/7 * P( A ° * - I ° ) 

Since P( A °<*- E ° ) - - 1/3 * P( 2 °) (as it was shown by 

R.Gattio [20]) and P( J ° ) «W - Pm( A ° ) (experimental result) the 

polarization of the direcUy produced /£ is roughly 

P( A ° ) - 9/7 * Pm( A ° ) * 1.3 * Pm( A.°) (S-6) 

The estimation of bias caused by A ° - s coming from Z*(l385) decays 

is very difficult as neither the polarization of these A° - s nor the 

cross-section for 02 (1385) are known. However, one can expect that 

it also leads to the underestimation of the polarization since the plane 

defined by formula (5.2) is in such a cose not the A producion 

plane. 

In order to be consistent with the results coining from other 

experiments the "raw" data i.e. P ( A ) values are presented here. 

5,3. Results 

The results on A polarization at 110 CreV/c are presented in 

table 5,1. and compared with other data in figs. 5.1a,c and 5,3. 

A strong dependence of the polarization on the p^ of A is observed. 

Above p~ ~ 0.4 G-eV/c the absolute values of the polarization i ncreasc? 

with increasing p_. The polarization is negative for large p_ in the 

proton hemisphere and positive (with large statistical error) for large-

P_ in the kaon hemisphere. Positive polarization, however, is 

observed for small p_ values in the proton hemisphere. These results 

remain essentially the same when A ° - s with small values of \xp\ 

( \x-p>\ <. 0.2) are removed. No significant dependence on x— is 

observed within statistical errora. 
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5.4. Comparison with th« low energy data 

As it has been pointed out in chapter 1, there is a significant 
difference between the polarization of A ° produced in the hyperchargo 
annihilation (K~p —•> J\ + pions) and associated production 
(K"p —*• TV K I s • plona) channels. Consequently, in order to 
compare the data at various energies £l9] • the Ą° polarization 
will be discussed separately In the three following (experimentally 
distinguishable) processes: 

a) associated production in the proton hemisphere 

K"p —* A°KK + pions at 4.2 GeV/c 
K"p —» A°K n + anything at 10, 16 and 32 GeV/c 
K~p — * f£ + anything at 110 GeV/c (cf. sect. 4.2.2) 

b) hypereharge annihilation in the proton hemisphere 

K"p —> /y° • pions at 4.2, 10 and 16 GeV/c 

c) inclusive A production in the kaon hemisphere 

K~p —> f±° + anything at 3.93 - 110 GeV/c 

(in the kaon hemisphere no data on separated channels are available 
except at 4.2 GeV/c). 

5.4.1. A ° Polarization in the Proton Hemisphere 

In figs. 5.la,b,c,d our results are compared with other K*"p data 
in the proton hemisphere obtained at lower energies. Por the 
associated production channel (a) the data show a clear increase 
in negative polarization with increasing p_ for p~ S 0.4 GeV/c, 
independent of primary energy (fig. 5.1a). Por the hypercharge 
annihilation channel (b), which dominates at lower energies, the 
situation is different! the 4.2 GeV/c data show a definite increase in 
positive polarization with increasing p_ above p» - 0.4 GeV/c, <vhile 
the 10 and 16 GeV/c data are consistent with zero (fig. 5.1b). 
Por p— <̂  0.4 GeV/c the polarization is consistent with zero at all 
energies in both channels (except at 110 GeV/c for p_ <_ 0.2 GeV/c). 

In figs. 5.1c,d the A ° polarization is presented for various 
energies as a function of x p in the proton hemisphere. In spite of the 
large scatter of points we may draw the following conclusions; 
Por the associated production channel (a), fig. 5.1c, the polarization 
is consistent with zero at all energies for A°-« produced at "small" 
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| x p j values, say ) x p j < 0.6, while the low energy data (up to 
16 GeV/c) in the large | x^( region show small ( ~ 1 5 L;'o) negative 
values. The data obtained at 32 and HO GeV/c for | x^j y 0.6 suffer 
from lack of statistics and are rather inconclusive: the 32 GoV/c 
data point indicates a lar^e (50 v«) positive polarization while the 
110 GeV/c data point showing positive polarization of (15 + 13) '/« is 
(witliin 1.5 standard deviation) consistent with both the 32 GeV/c point 
and the trend of the low energy data. In the hypercharge annihilation 
channel (b) , fig. 5.2d, the values of the polarization change from small 
( *-10 /o) negative values at small | x^ | to positive at large |x^j . 
It is interesting to note that the moduli of the mean polarization in the 
| x _ | y 0.6 region are similar in both channels at 4.2 and 
10 + 16 GeV/c but the signs are opposite. 

Pigs. 5.2a,b shows the polarization of ./\ produced in the 
reactions induced by p, p, IT* and K in the proton hemisphere 
(data from [2lJ ). In case of these reactions only the associated 
production channel (a) is possible. Similarly as in channel (a) in 
the K~p data a clear increase in negative polarization with increasing 
p,p is observed for p,^ ^ 0.4 GeV/c (fig. 5.2a) and the values of J\. 
polarization for corresponding p~ intervals seem to be consistent with 
the- general trend observed in the channel (a) in K*"p interactions 
(indicated by a solid line in fig. 5.2a). 

Pig. 5.2b shows the A polarization versus Xp. Here a 
difference between pp data and those coming from reactions induced 
by mesons or p in the | x p j > 0.8 region is observed. Por pp 
interactions the data show positive polarization up to 80 ;j in this 
region while in the latter case the polarization is either consistent. 
with zero or negative (e.g. pp interactions at 12 GeV/c). for smaller 
I x F | values ( | x p | < 0.8) all data are scattered in a wide 

interval of polarization values from -40 ,o to +40 'A, but in general 
are consistent with zero. Thus apart from the pp data the x_ 
dependence of the polarization in the reactions induced by nonstrange 
projectiles or K is similar to that observed in channel (a) of low 
energy K~p interactions. 

° 
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5.4,2. A Polarization in the Kaon Hemisphere 

The A polarization in the K~ hemisphere (channel ( c ) ) is plotted 
against p^ in fig. 5.3a. Por the low energy K~p dcta (at 4.2, 8.25 
and 10 + 16 GeV/c) the polarization is normative and above 
p_ « 0.4 GeV/c its absolute value increases with increasing p^ up to 
P T sw 1.0 GeV/c. Above 1 GeV/c the data at 4.2 and 10 + łó GeV/c 
suggest a decrease in the absolute value of the - polarization .vith 
a further increase in p^. Por the 110 GeV/c K~p data the polarization 
is consistent with zero for p,,N <̂  0.4 CioV/c and positive (or 
p-j y 0.4 GeV/c. It is worth noticing that the value of polarization at 
large p_, say p_ ^ 1 G-eV/c, aro different at different primary oner. ;io.-, 
while in the proton hemisphere in channel (a) the polarization seem.'-. 
to be energy-independent. At 4.2 GoV/c the polarization reaches 
a similar value in both hemispheres (channel (a) and ( c ) ) for lar-^c 
p_,, while at 10 + 16 GeV/c the absolute value of the polarization in 
the kaon hemisphere (channel ( c ) ) is smaller than that in the proton 
hemisphere (channel ( a ) ) - cf. figs. 5.3a and 5.1a. Finally at 
110 GeV/c the polarization in both hemispheres is similar in magnitude 
but opposite in sign (though this result is based on very small 
statistics). The results front the experiments at 4.2, 10 + 16 and 
110 GeV/c might suggest that the values of the A polarization at 
large p_ in the forward hemisphere increase with increasing primary 
energy from negative values at low energies through zero at some 
intermediate energy to positive values at hii>h energies. However, as it 
i s seen in fig. 5.3a, the 8.25 GeV/c data contradict such a simple 
picture. In addition, one has to bear in mind that the observed, 
admittedly confusing, changes of the A ° polarization values with 
increasing primary energy may be not only a reflection of an energy 
dependence of the polarization mechanism but also due to varying (with 
energy) relative yields of different A production mechanism 
(hypercharge annihilation, leading s quark (from K~) fragmentation or 
recombination, boryon-antibaryon pair production, - resonance production , 
etc.) since these different production mechanisms may lead to different 
polarization values, as discussed in chapter 6. 
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The x. ̂ -dependence of the polarization in th» kaon hemisphere 
is presented in fig. 5.3b. VVe observe a general trend of an increase 
in negative polarization with increasing x ^ The absolute values of the 
polarization are in general greater than in the proton hemisphere 
(cliannel ( a ) ) for the corresponding x_, values (cf. fir;. 5.1c and 
5.3b). 
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6. THE COMPARISON O£> THE POLARIZATION DATA WITH THE 
PREDICTIONS OP THE MODELS 

In the literature published so for the A ° polarization has been 
discussed in the framework of the triplc-JRoi>ge formalism (seo , for 
example the review by S.N.O&nguli; D.P.ttoy [ l i p . An attempt to 
compare the data coming from this experiment with the Ror»ge model 
predictions, in particular the energy dependence of the A ° polarization 
in various channels of inclusive A production in K~p interactions^ has 
alroatty been done (T.Haupt et al., WA-28, [22J ) , However, the 
Resgo approach cannot describe the p^-depcndenco of the A ° 
polarization, different in different channels and different hemispheres, 
which seems to be the most important feature of the hiijh energy 
polarization data (cf. K.Fiałkowski, W.Kittei [ o } ) , Therefore only the 
models based on quark-parton approach are discussed here. 

In the quark-parton picture the A ° polarization is 
explained in terms of the 3-quark polarization, since the s-quark 
determines the A spin and its projection. However, in order to link 
the s-quark to the A ° polarization a definite A ° production mechanism 
must be also involved. Consequently, the underlying mechanism of the 
s-quark polarization may be tested by studying the qualitative 
behaviour of the polarization data only (e.g. the ai&n of the 
polarization, etc.) while the quantitative predictions of models, in 
particular the Xp - and p_ - dependences of the A polarization will 
also reflect the hadronisation model adopted. 

Two models of soft hadronic interactions, the fragmentation Lund 
model and the recombination model havo recently been extended to 
incorporate polarization effects (B.Anderson et. al. [23J and 
T.DeGrand - H.LMiettinen [24j , respectively). Both these models, 
being asymptotical cannot be applied to the hypercharge annihilation 
channel which is essentially a low energy process* In another 
approach (j.Szweci £25^ ) an s-quark polarization mechanism is 
proposed but since no hadronisation model i s involved, only qualitative 
predictions for A polarization are derived. In this chapter these three 
models are briefly discussed and then compared ./ith the data 
presented in chapter 5. 
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6.1. The DeGrond-Miettinen Model 

In this model, based on the recombination approach, the 
s-quark gets polarized due to the Thomas precession (L.T .Thomas L2G1)» 
a purely kinematic effect, present always when a particle is accelerated 
;•> the direction non-parallel to its velocity. Let us consider a A 
produced in the proton fragmentation region. According to the model 
of hadronination adopted here, it is produced by the recombination of 
the fast valence ud-diquork from the target proton and a slow sea 
5—quark (fig. 6.1a), Due to wide disparity of p. and p^ it is seen 
that the s-quark must feel a force which tends do moke its momentum 
more parcdlel to the beam axis. Since this force P is not parallel to 
the s-quark's velocity (3 , the quark will be subject to Thomas 
precession - with an effective interaction U - S'W-r where 
C0T - $2K ft * 1) * (F x (T ) . It is argued that the spin "s points 
in a direction opposite to £»>? in order to minimize the interaction term. 
As it is seen from fig. 6.1a the polarization is thus expected to be 
negative with regard to the A ° production plane (i.o. the spin is 
anti-parallel to the z - p x A° direction - cf. eq. (5 .2 . ) ) . In the K~ 
hemisphere (fig. 6.1b) the A ° comes from recombination of the fast 
valence s»quark with a slow diquark. In this cose the s-quark should 
be decelerated but finally the same sign of the I \ polarization with 
respect to the A production plane (defined as above) is expected* 
Approximate estimates of the effect for the process p —-*t J\° are 
shown in figs. 5.1a and 5.1c. The solid lines represent the p_ -
dependence at fixed x^ values in fig. 5.1a and the x_-dependence at 
fixed p,p values in fig. 5.1c. Por the sake of clarity of the figures 
the p_-dependence is shown only for x_ - 0.2 ("lower limit" of the 
absolute value of the polarization) and x p - 0.8 ("upper limit") 
and the x^-dependence only for fixed p„ - 0.2 GeV/c and 
PT - 1.° GoV/c as a "lower" and "upper" limit, respectively. 
•Qualitatively, it is expected thai the absolute value cf the A-° 
polarization increases both with increasing x™ and p,_. 

6.2. The Lund Model 

In this model, based on the fragmentation approach, the u d -
diquartc in the spin O state, which survives the collision as on entity, 
stretches a colour flux tube ("a string"). The s5-pair, needed to 
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build a A ° , is produced in the gluonic field with local transverse 
momentum, energy, and angular momentum consorve'ton. Tiiis means 
that the a and s -quarks nave opposita transverse momenta k_ and 

/"~2 ~!P -k,_ and X • I - 2 v rn +. Km where X is the energy density in tho 
colour tube and 1 is tho distance between the produced strange quarks 
( s e e fig. 6.2). The resulting orbital angular ruoi.'ientum \ L i - 1 \ k_,\ » 

1 ""* i 2 2~* / 
• 2 J k _ | - J n + k_ / x is assumed to bo compensated by the spin of 
the produced s i pair. Because k„, points in most c a s e s in tho 
direction of the transverse momentum p_ of the A , i/ î » parallci to the 

- • - * •*• 

direction q, x k,-, as in fig. 6.2. and consequently the spin of the 
a-quark is anti-parallel to this direction. This qualitative argument 
can be put in a definite form which expresses the spin-transverse 
momentum correlation. Assuming, in addition, some form of the 
transverse momentum distribution of the ud-diquark and the s-quark one* 
can compute the behaviour of -A polarization as a function of p_ 
(shown a s dotted lines - the lower and upper limits - in fi^. 5.1a). 
This behaviour depends on several parameters of the fragmentation 
process itself. Clearly, this mechanism describes only the production 
(and thus polarization) of lambdas fast in tho CM3 (i.e. tho_;e at 
large |x_) values) . In order to investigate slow lambdas and thus 
the x„-depenL,:>nce of tho J\ polarization the model was later 
developed by introducing a much more detailed mochanisM ot the 
baryon production in hadron-hadron interactions (D»AndorsOn ct ai. -
£5J ) . According to this new version, two mechanisms ot A. (or 

generally any baryon) production are expected depending on ..-hero 
the string breaks, as shown in fig. 0.3. One possibility is that the 
creation of ss-pair takes place betv/een the interacting (1) quark 
and the joint ( j ) quark (fig. 6.3a). In this case a fast la;:ibdu is 
produced. This is essentially the sai,;e process as that taken in the 
old version. The second is that tho tube breaks between the leading 
(lv) quark and the J quark (fig. 6.3b), which leads to the production 
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of slower J\ - s . In addition, the old, semi-classical s - quark 
polarization mechanism was replaced by the Thomas precession 
arguments. So far only qualitative predictions for the A. polarization 
have been derived on the basis of this version of the mociel. 
According to these predictions the absolute value of the A ° 
polarization is expected to increase with increasing x p and the p,,, 



dependence is essentially the same as before. It Is worth ncUclns that 
these cosiderations also include i \ -« coming from the 2 and 
X * ( l 3 8 5 ) decays, in the same way a s they are observed in the 
experiments* 

It should be polnttd out that though both the DeGrand-Miettinen 
and the Lund models adopt the same underlying s - quark polarization 
mechanism (i*e. the Thomas precession) they represent different 
dynamics. In the DoGrand-Miettinen model the s-quark originally has 
a random spin orientation and the polarization occurs during the 
hadronisation process while in the Lund model the s-quark is "born" 
polarized and the hadronizatlon does not change its spin orientation* 
It follows that if we were able to discriminate experimentally between 
these models we would obtain information whether the soft parton-
parton interactions changes the spin orientation or not* This would be 
additional information about the nature of the soft interactions, not 
available without polarization measurements. 

6.3. The Szwed Model 

In this approach the s-quark may get large p~ and simultaneously 
get polarized by multiple scattering off quarks and gluons. 
Approximate QCD calculations made on this assumption yield the 
following formula for the s quark polarisation 

-5 r W»v\k| stn3 % I M Sin % A 
V = ° ) f i V (6.1) 

where m , k, E, & are the mass, the momentum, the energy and the 
scattering angle of a quark and C Is a constant* The unit vector 

" iff- ' ' "fr' >'' v / n e r e kj, etn^ kf *** *"• initial and the final quark 
momenta, points to the direction perpendicular to the scattering plane. 
This formula gives the exact behaviour of the s-quark polarization 
as a function of its p^, x_ or E. On this basis some qualitative 
predictions on the A. polarization can also be derived. Pig. 6.4. shows 
the s-quark polarization as a function "of the scattering angle at some 
fixed values of the quark momentum and energy. Since increasing G 
from O° to 90° (or decreasing © from 180° to 90°) means 
increasing p T of the quark and consequently, on 'the average, the 
increase in p T of A containing this quark^it can be expected that 
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the A ° polarization will increase (in absolute values) with increasing 
Rp of 7 \ • However, the exact value of the polarization is not fixed 
since it depends on ofs and the strength of the colour field expressed 
by the constant C. Eq» 6.1. does not produce any dependence of the 
s-quark polarization on x^, . On tho other hand one can expect some 
increase in tho absolute value of the JLV polarization .with increasing 
Xp for kineiiiatical reasons. Sinco at x ,̂ » O, P( A*) "•= O, it must vary 
with Xp ot TV it the total polarization is non-zero. The more detailed 
predictions require applying a definite hadronization mechanisi:. 
Finally, eq. 6.1. shows an energy dependence of the s-quark 
polarization: the polarization decreases with increasing energy of the 
s-quark. 

The idea of multiple quark scattering can be implemented in the 
process of 2 \ polarization in K°"p interactions in which the flow of 
strangeness can be traced. Let us consider the A. production in tho 
proton hemisphere. In the associated production channel the incident 
kaons scatter predominantly by a small angle, therefore tho s-quark 
which builds up the A. comes from the proton sea {fig. o.-Ja). With 
increasing p~ one thus expects an increase in. magnitude o< poMrization 
negative with respect to the axis V *- k. x !«., As the sea quari: 
carries only a very small fraction of the CMS target r.iojuentum no 
significant dependence on primary energy should be observed. Tho sanio 
behaviour of the J\. polarization is expected also for /S.°»s produced, 
in tho proton hemisphere in the reactions induced by nonstranije 
projectiles or K . On the other hand in the hypercharge annihilation 
channel the strange quark of the kaon hag to turn back in order 
to build up a J\. in the proton hemisphere (fig. u,5b). It becomes 
then polarized and the absolute value of the polarization increases with 
increasing p_ of J\ . In this case , however, the normal vector 
changes sign because of k. which now points in the direction of the 
incident kaon. Thus the absolute value of the A ° polarization is 
expected to show a similar p_.-dependence a s in the associated 
production channel but i s now positive. In addition, the polarization 
in this channel is expected to decrease with primary energy, since in 
this process the valence s-quark is involved, which carries an 
appreciable fraction of the projectile momentum. 
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Analogous arguments can be applied to the A. - s produced in 

the forward hemisphere. 

6.4. Comparison of the Quark Models Predictions with the Data 

Since the models give different predictions for the polarization 
for different i \ ° production mechanisms, the comparison of these 
predictions with the data should be performed in two steps: the first 
is the choice of the TV production mechanism (in terms of the 
discussed model) and the second is the comparison of the measured 
polarization with the predictions of the models for the given process. 

As it was discussed in sect 4.2.2, in the framework of the quark 
picture the j\.° hyperons are produced in the following processes 
(neglecting A °-s coming from ~Z or resonance decays): 
(i) J\ ° is composed of the target proton valence ud-diquark and 

the s-quark which is not K~ valence quark. It corresponds to 
the fragmentation of the ud-diquark in the Lund model and the 
recombination of the ud-diquark with the sea s-quark in the 
DeGrand-Miettinen model, tt follows that /\ -s are produced 
together with another particle containing an s-quark, e.g. K . 
In case of K~p interactions, with the s-quark in the initial 
state a KK pair is expected to be produced together with -A° 
in this process. This process yields I \ - s mainly in the proton 
hemisphere and can be identified with the channel (a) - the 
associated production - of the data presented in sect. 5.4. 
and is denoted a s p —^ J\ . This process is also expected to 
dominate in the inclusive A production in the reactions induced 

by non-strange projectiles (the p */K process, where 
a stands for p, p or Tf~ ) or K . 

(ii) 7 \ »S composed of the target proton valence ud-diquark and 
the K~ valence s-quark. Neither the Lund model nor the 
DeGrand-Miettinen model describe this process which leads to 
J\ production in both hemispheres (cf. sect. 4,2.2) and is 
denoted as p — ^ /v" (the proton hemisphere) or K~ -£̂ e» /\° 
(the kaon hemisphere), where the index HA corresponds to the 
hyperchcirge annihilation. The process p *% _/\° is identified 
with the channel (b) of the data. 
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(iii) / \ is composed of the kaon valence s-quork and the 
ud-diquark which is not the proton valence diquark. It 
corresponds to the s-quark fragmentation process in the Lund 
model (though this model does not give any predictions 
concerning the polarization) and to tiro s-quark recombination 
with the sea diqu&rk in the DeGrand-Miettinen model. It follows 
that _/\ - s produced in this process are expected to bo 
accompanied by antibaryons. Since tho target proton fragmentation 
or recombination must yield a baryon, the final state of this 
process includes A J\ together with a boryon-flntibaryon pair, 
'therefore this process is denoted by K —* (\ , *iinco tho 
processes K~ —* A and K~ " A are ( so far) 
experimentally not distinguishable, the channel (c) of the data 
corresponds to a mixture of these two processes , denoted as 

(iv) A is compoąed of quarks which are neither target nor 
projectile valence quarks. This rnechanisj.i is applicable to very 
high prir.iary energies and can be neglected in our data. 

* o The DeG-rand-ivUettinen model deals with the / \ . polarization in 
\" ~ -

P 
——* J\. and K~ » A process, the Lund model descri! :-3 the 

polarization only in p • A riiechonism, v/hile tho ozweu model 
d iscusses the polarization in all production mechanisms presented here. 

. o 6.4.1. A Polarization in the Associated Production Channel 
in the Proton Hemisphere (p *. **» t\°) 

Por the process p » A all the three uiodols predict tho 
increase in negative polarization both with increasing x„ and p,^. 
In figs. 5.1a and 5.1c are shown the quantitative predictions of the 
models. As it is seen all the models sjive a reasonable qualitative 
description of the trend ol the data. The discrimination between the 
Models is not possible because of the large scatter of tl:.-
experimental points and the uncertainUy in the quantitative predictions. 

The sa::-.o behaviour of tho polarization i.3 o::;jccted in t ie 
p *A process (a «» p, p, If-or X ) since U;e sa..ie A production 
mechanism is involved. Indeed, as seen in fi^s. 5.2a, and 5.2b tho 
J\. - s produced in the reactions induced by non-strango projectiles 

(or K ) show a similar p,^- and x^- dependence of A . polarization 
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(except for the 6 and 19 GreV/c pp data at large J x p | ; as it was 

discussed in sect. 5.4.1 this may suggest that another .A production 

mechanism is involved Ihere). 

6.4.2. _/\° Polarization in the Hypercharge Annihilation Channel 

in the Proton Hemisphere (p p J \ ) 

In K~p interactions, in particular at low onorgy, the hyperobarse 

annihilation chartnei has also to be considered. Only the Szwed model 

deals with this channel. According to this model the polarization 

values for this process and p » A are expected to be similar in 

magnitude but to have an opposite sign in the proton hemisphere. 

As follows from figs. 5.1a, b, c and d, discussed in sect 5.4.1, this 

prediction is consistent with the trend of the data. 

6,4.3. J\. Polarization in the Kaon Hemisphere (K~ • A ) 

In Ihe K" hemisphere the comparison of the predictions of the 

models with the data is more difficult since in the experiments 

discussed the two different processes, K~ —̂ > A and K~ £ p A aro 

not distinguishable while the models deal with them separately. 

In the K" —•» A process, the DeGrand-i.liettinen model predicts 

that the s-quark polarization is similar to that observed in the process 

p - £ £ A ° (as well as in p ?.?.**<*• ^V
>A>°) both in sign and 

magnitude. The A polarization, however, may be different in magnitude 

due to possible differences in the recombination process in these two 

channels (the quantitative predictions have not been given). 

Nevertheless, no energy dependence of the A. polarization is 

expected. In contrast, the Szwed model predicts that the absolute value 

of the A. polarization will decrease with increasing energy in this 

process (K~ • A ) due to increasing energy of the s-quark. 

The sign of the polarization is expected to be the same as in the 

DeGrond-Miettinen model, i.e. negative. 

The DeGrand-Miettinen model does not deal with the K~ * A° 

process arid the Szwed model expects negative polarization (in both 

K" * A mechanisms the valence s-quark in the A. comes from 

the K~) with its absolute value decreasing with increasing energy. 
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As seen in lig. 5.3a, discussed in sect. 5.4.2, there may bo on 
indication of the energy dependence (which is consistent with the 
Szwed model and contradicts the De&rand-Miettinon modol), however the 
situation is not quite clear. The positive value of the -tV polarization 
for p_ ^y 0.4 GeV/c observed at 110 G-eV/c is not consistent with 
either model (though, due to largo statistical uncertainty, one could take 
it as the evidence for polarization vanishing at high energies (in the 
I<" hemisphere) and the observed positive value is only a statistical 
fluctuation ). 

On the other hand, a s follows from fig. 5.3b there is no energy 
dependence of polarization of lambdas produced at fixed x^-values in 
the forward hemisphere in tho energy range from 4.2 to 32 GaV/c 
(in agreement with the DeGrand-Wettinen model) and the data at 
110 GeV/c are rather inconclusive. Moreover, the absolute values of 
the polarization for the corresponding x^- intervals are greater in the 
K~ *_A° process than in the p — *̂> A ° process (fit;. 5.3b and 
5.1a, respectively) which seems to contradict the Szwed model. 

To summarize: in spite of clear differences between the 
predictions of models, it is not possible to discriminate between them 
due to the statistical uncertainty of the data and the inability of 

extracting separate channels of J\. production (like it was done 
- at least approximately - in the proton hemisphere). 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Our experimental results can be summarised as follows: 

a) The inclusive Kn cross-section in K~p interactions is 

increasing slowly, at a similar rate as the average charged multiplicity, 

most of the rise being due to the rapid increase in the central 

production of KK pairs. This can be explained in the framework of 

both the quark fragmentation and recombination models. 

b) Inclusive I\. production in K~p interactions stays constant 

at ~2.5 inb between 14.3 and 110 GeV/c, after falling from 5 mb at 

3 GeV/c. The continuing decrease in the hypercharge annihilation 

channel is compensated by the increase in the fragmentation process 

J\°KU + pions and A°BB + pions. At 110 GeV/c about 80 ,o of the 

total f£ cross-section coi.-.os from thejftfKK + pions (associated 

production) channel. This behaviour is most striking in the invariant 

x - distribution, where a pronounced central dip is observed at 

110 GeV/c. The other 20 70 o | the total J\ cross-section, apart 

from BB pairs production, come, from the processes well described in 

terms of the exchange of the Regge trajectories, .vhich are expensed to 

vanish at higher energies. The p,_ distribution shows a change of 

slope from 3.6 (GeV/c)"2 for p T
2 < O.ó (GeV/cf to 2.3 (GeV/c)"2 

for p„ y 0.6 (GeV/c) . This indicates a strong production of Ad-S 

coming from 2**/ 2"* (1385) decays, and the directly produced J\. -3 

dominate only for large p,,, or j x„ | close to 1.0. 

c) The inclusive J\ cross-section is rising very fast with 

increasing energy; e.»j, by a factor " 20 from 14.3 GeV/c to 110 GreV/c. 

The A -s are produced at small j x^,\ , but about 65 1* are produced 

forwards. 

d) At 110 GeV/c, we observe negative polarization of / \ for 
PT y °'4 G'eV/c in the proton hemisphere eind positive in the kaon 

hemisphere, but no significant dependence on x_ within statistical 

errors. 

e) Coiiiparuitj the data at different energies it is dear that the 

polarization is different in different channels and different hemispheres. 

The most striking feature of the A. polarization is its strong 

dependence on p,_ in the proton hemisphere; the polarisation is 

negative and its absolute value increases with increasing p— above 

P T ]£, 0.4 GeV/c, 
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independently of the primary energy. This behaviour of the polarization 
is very similar to that observed in the reactions induced by non-
strange projectiles (in the proton hemisphere) whore .the same A ° 
production mechanism is involved. This p_-dependence is well 
reproduced by the quark models, but since their predictions e re very 
similar to each other it is impossible to discriminate between them and 
thus the mechanism of the underlying s quark polarization remains 

undetermined. The x_-dependence of A polarization in this channel 
(K"p —* A°KK + pions) is weak. This may be due to the fact 
that for a wide x_ range the observed A - s are strongly ( up to 
~50 ~-/ó) "contaminated" by A - s coming from ~Z*IT*(1385) decays, 

which are expected to show significantly smaller (in absolute values) 
polarization. The behaviour of A. polarization as a function of x in 
reactions induced by p, p,TT* or K is similar to that in the process 

V£JO> o p — - ^ A in agreement with the expectation of the models. On the 
other hand in the pp interactions a very strong (up to 80 %) positive 
polarization is observed at \ Xpt >̂ 0.8. 

f) The absolute values of A ° polarization in the hyporcharge 
annihilation channel in the proton hemisphere (the "low energy" A.° 
production mechanism) show very similar x^- and p_-dependence ti 
those found in the associated production channel, however with 
opposite sign. This process is described neither by the DeGrand-
Miettinen nor by the Lund model. This can be regarded a s a weak 
point in both models since both would need another "low energy" 
s-quark polarization mechanism to explain, Jor example, the A. 
polarization in the exclusive channel K~p —» /\ TT° . Prom this 
point of view the (qualitative) agreement of the Szwed model with 
the trend of data in both high and low energy processes may be 
regarded as a significant succes s of this model. 

3) The most complicated situation is in the forward (K ) 
hemisphere since the observed differences between A polarization 
in the forward and backward hemispheres (e.g. the possible energy 
dependence in the for.vard hemisphere) may come either from 
differences in the s-quark polarization (predicted by the Szwed model) 
or from differences in A production mechanisms. Thus, in spite of 
the clear differences between predictions of models, it is not possible 
to discriminate between them due to the statiscical uncertainty of tho 
data and our inability of extracting separate channels of A. production. 
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Table 3 . 1 . Beam cut parameters 

unit run I run II run Ilia run 1Mb comments 

min 

max 

min 
ye 

max 
ye 

Xcut 

. min o 

cm 

cm 

cm 

cm 

rd 

rd 

-2.5 

1.5 

0.0 

25.0 

0.004 

0.01 

3.057 

rd 

""cut r d 

-12.0 

8.0 

-5.0 

29.0 

-12.0 

8.0 

-5.0 

2S.0 

-12.0 

8.0 

-5.0 

29.0 

0.005 0.003 0.003 

0.01 0.01 0.01 

3.057 3.058 3.05 

3.0675 3.0665 3.0665 3.0597 

for tracks > 60 cm 

for tracks < 60 cm 

0.004 0.0045 0.004 0.004 

rd 3.057 3.058397 3.058797 3.051397 0>e* = a * bye 

mrd/cm 0.42 0.2794 0.2656 0.2794 

P. GeV/c 108.4 108.8 
beam 

110.3 109.2 taken as the nominal 
beam Momentum 



Table 3.2. Number of hypotheses on DST. 

category No. 

Y 9155 
Kn . 3476 
A* 945 
A" 195 

y/Kn 244 
Y/A" 302 
y/A° 259 
Kn/A' 382 
Kn/A* 199 
Y/Kn /A' + Y / K " / A ' 255 

nfc 2 

Table 3.3. Mean weights of VSs 

Kn A0 A" 

<potential weight> 1.53 1.58 1.45 
<ambiguity weight> 1.073 1.268 1.380 
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Table 4.1 The inclusive cross-sections tor Kn, A° . A°, KnKn 

and A°Kn in K"p interactions ot 110 G.eV/c 
(data from P.Wright et ol. [ l f l ) . * 

A° 

A° 

K nK n 

A°Kn 

C incl (rnb) 

12.9 i 0.5 

2.5 + 0.2 

034 i 0.1 

3.97 ± 0.85 

, a.05 i 0.36 
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Table 5.1 J\° polarization in K~p interactions at 110 GeV/c 

a) as a function of 

b) a* a function of 

c) as a function of 

in the kaon hemisphere 

in the proton hemisphere 

-1.0 

-0.6 

-0.4 

-0.2 

0 . 0 

0 . 2 

to 

to 

to 

to 

to 

to 

-0.6 

-0.4 

-0.2 

0 . 0 

0 .2 

0 .8 

Polarization 

0.15 ± 0.13 

0.04 ± 0.15 

-0.08 £ 0.15 

0.05 ± 0.15 

• 0.46 +. 0.18 

-0.09 ± 0.23 

b ) f GeV/c 

0.0 - 0.4 

0.4 - 1.8 

Polarization 

-0.08 + 0.26 

0.50 

c ) 

0.0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

GeV/c 

- 0.2 

- 0.4 

- 0.6 
- 0.8 

- 1.8 

Polarisation 

0.47 ± 0.20 

0.08 ± 0.16 

-0.07 ± 0.14 

-0.14 + 0.18 

-0.64 + 0.36 
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o p + Be 
• p + Be 
O p + Be 
• P + B e 

V p + Be 
T p + P -
O p + Be -

A p + P t -
• p + H D 
D p-+ Ir — 
• p -*- Be -
x p+p — 
O p+ W — 
• p+ Be— 

S>X 

1.1 ModutuA of łiyperon polarization trom some representative 
experiments using high energy proton projectiles. Since data points 
closest to p T • 1 GeV/c, x - 0.5 have been used, the error bars 
do not, in most cases , reflects the total precision of each experiment. 
AU polarizations are negative except for 2 , 2 and 2 for which 
they are positive. The sign of the measured i i ~ polarization has not 
been determined, (from K.Heller [ 2 ] ) 
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T~ i i i * 7 ~ i _l_-t- . 

-O.E5 

Pig. 1.2 A polarization in hypercharge annihilation ( Q ) and 
associated production ( fll ) channels in K~p interactions at 4.2 G«V/c 
(from S^i.Oanguli et oL [ l ] ) 
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km 

Fig. 2.1 General layout of the CERN system of accelerators and 
storage rings. 

P 3 - Proton Synchrotron 
S P S - Super Proton Synchrotron 
ISR - Intersecting Storage Rings 

(the pp coUider - s/s up to 60 GoV/c) 
UAl, UA2 - intersections of the pp Collider 

A - Antiproton Accumulator ring where the stochastic cooling 
of antiprotons is performed 

nh - North Hall 
'.vh - West HaU 
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2.2 Schematic layout of the S3 beam line 
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Cj,C 3 - threshold uerenkov counters 
Ci gives signal for pions but not for kaons or antiprotons 
Cj gives signal for pions and kaons but not for antiprotons 

Hi ,H s - scintilator hodoscopes 
Si,S2 - scintillator counters 

Q28,QDS - quadropule magnets to obtain horizontal spread of beam 
inside BEBC 

3 Q28 QDS 
•e beam 

2.3 Schematic view of the beam tossing system. The coincidence 
a kaon 

n n t i p . ( y ^ means absence of the C x 

signal, etc.) 

of SjC S , signals indicates a plon (or muon), 
and S Ć . S , an antiproton. (The symbol ^ 
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window 

Fig. 3.1 The BEBC coordinate system 

btim 

Pig. 3.2 Fiducial volume lor primary event 



3.3 Beam position at the BEBC entry window 
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3.7 Arm»ntero3-PodolanaW plot (« •» text for explanation) 
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Pig. 3.10 The ratio ot seen V°-s (ambiguous or not) to weighted 
unique V°-s versus lab momentum 
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Pit;. 3.12 The •.voi^htoJ di«tribution oi CO30 for uniriue V 
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4.10 Invariant CMS rapidity distribuUon for inclusive A° 
production at 110 G-eV/c 
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0.5 1.5 

Fig.4.lib PT* distribution tor inclusive A0 production 
in n-p interactions at 16. 40 and 360 GeV/c. The line 
Represents a fit to the 40_GeV/c^data (with,slope. 

^_4.14_s 0.30 (G«V/c)J for 0.0 < pT
a < 1.0 (GeV/c)J) 

(data from [l4j) 



Fig. 4.12 The Xp dependence of the fraction of A. - particle* produced 
by the mechanism* (l) leading quark fragmentation, (n) Z°l 2T*(l385) 
decay and (in) baryon-antibaryon pair production. The calculations are 
for 400 GeV/c proton lab momentum. (Prom B«Anderaaon et al^ [ l7j ) 
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Pig. 4.13 Invariant x^ distribution for inclusive A ° production 
a) in K"p. i.-itoracOons at 14J, 32 [12] and 110 O«V/e 
b) in n~p interactions at 15. 40 and 250 G-eV/c [14] 

tho errors are statistical only. 
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Fig. 4.14 Invariant CMS rapidity distribution for incfcwlv* 
produsUon at 110 <3*V/c 
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PROTON HEMISPHERE 

K"p -* A°+piór 

O 0.4 0.8 1.2 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 
P t , GeV/c P t , GeV/c 

1 

Pig, 5.1 Polarization of A ° produced in the proton hemisphere 
in the K~p interactions at 3.93 (*) , 4.2 ( • ) , 10 and 16 ( • ) . 32 
and 110 (A) G«V/c &s a function of p T in the channel (a) 
(fig. 5.1a) and channel (b) (fig. 5.1b), and as a function of x p 

the channel (a) (fig. 5.1c) and the channel (b) (fig. 5.1d). 
Solid arid' dotted lines (fig. a) represents predictions of models 
discussed in' sect. 6.1 and 6.2 
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Pig. 3.2 Polarisation of /V° produced in the proton hemisphere in 
tha reactions induced by non-strange projectiles and K as a function 
of p (a) and x p (b) . The hand-drawn solid line* indicate the trend 
of thev K"p data as it follows from figs. 5 . l a , c 
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Pig. 5.3 Polarization of A ° produced in tho kuon hemisphere •> 
K~p interucUona at 3.93-110 G-eV/c as a (unction of p (a) 
x„ (b). 
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a) 

b) 

6.1 Schematic illustration of the A ° polarization process in the 
proton (a) and K~ (b) fragmentation region according to the 
DeGrand-Miettinen model [24J . During the recombination process the 
• quark is subject to a force P not parallel to the quark original 
velocity /» • It follows that the Thomas precession will tend to orient 
the « quark spin opposite to the direction of CJ^ «- Pxfl, (See text 
for details).*: P and xf:P are the longitudinal momenta carried by the 
a quark in the initial state (!•*» in proton or K~) and final state 
(i.e. in 7\.°), respectively. The symbol s/a denotes the momentum 
vector of the s quark in particle a. 



Pproton ^projectile 

Pig. 6.2 The A polarization mechanism in tho (early) Lund Model [23}, 
The arising anqular momentum L ~ ć£ x k,_ of the created s ś pair 
is assumed to be compensated by its spin. See text for details. 

a) Oi • u d * 

b) 
i J 
lud! O 

t̂ î . 6.3 ^ast (a) and slow (b) A° production mec)ianiam (depending 
on where the string breaks) in the proton fragmentation region 
according to the Łund model 
and n quarks). 

. (A is a bound .state of the u, d 
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Pig. 6.4 Dependence of the s quark polarization (in arbitrary units) 
on the scattering angle (CMS) 
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b) 

proton 
hamisphar 

6.S The A ° polarization mechanism in i«e Szwed model f a s } 
in the associated production (a) and nyperchorge annihilation (b) 
cheunn»i» in the proton hemisphere. The s quark gets polarised by 
multiple scattering off quarks and gtuons. The absolute value of the 
polarization depends on the scattering angle 9 while its sign depends 
on the sign of V •>- ICj x tig. See text (or details. 
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Appendix A 

AMBIGUiTTfT WEIGHTING POR V2EKOS 

Aa all the ambiguous Kn/A° and Kn/ A0 have been removed 
from the data sample. It' is necessary to compensate for both the 
number of V -a and their momentum distribution. The procedure 
described here provides a weight for each uniquu V°, bas«d on the 
probability that it could be ambiguous. This method was introduced 
by C.Cochet et aL [A. l ] . 

Por a V° decaying into two particles with the mM*«« M+ and M-
we can define the so-called Armensteros-Podolanskl parameter cC i 

Pu +" ft 
where p-r are their momentum components along the V° line of flight 
(fig. A.1) in the lab. frame, ft can be shown that 

_EV 

where <*0» ^ " V?" ( 0 for Kn, 0.77 for A° ),' Pf ©* are the 

decay momentum (206 MeV/c for Kn, 100 MeV/c for ^ f ) and decay 
angle, respectively, in the V° rest frame and niy, Ey, P„ are mass, 
lab. energy and lab. momentum of tha V° (cf. fig, A.2). 

Let P* and P * be the longitudinal and transverse V° momenta 
(with regard to the V° iinm of flight) in the V° rest frame. 
Then P*co»©* - P*, P * - p T and P*2 • P*2. K follows that 

or making us* at the relation A«2 

A.4 

Sqs. A ^ and A.4 .are the equations of ellipses .In ( cose , pT) and 
( <* » PT) planes, respectively, which are schematically shown 
In figs. A3a, b (the ( o t . f r ) - ellipse for son* fixed energy). 

As it is seen in flg.A.£b, if th* measur*m«iU of V° were infinitely 
accurate they could yield exact values of eC and p^t and th* natur* 



of the V° would be known without ambiguity, except at the points of _ 
intersections of the curves. There is nearer such a point for A and .A? 
curves, and only one for A°/Kn or A°/Kn (when Pv«> 622 MeV/c), 

In the real case with finite measurement accuracy, we can assume 
thai those ambiguities occur whenever the measured value of p,^ lies 
between (p^ - A P T ) «"<* (P"T + A P T ) . while oC lies between 
( oZ - AoC ) and ( ot + A«l ), where (p^,oi ) are the coordinates of 
the intersection of the ellipses and App. AoC are measurement 
errors. Thus the ambiguity probability can be defined (a priori) as 
proportional to tire area of the ambiguity region either in ( 0Ć , PT) or 
(cose*, p_) plane, determined by the uncertainty of the measurement. 
Since cos©* (or ot ) and p^ are correlated by the ellipse equation 
the ambiguity probability can finally be defined (after C.Cochet et al. 
op. cit.) as 

W ! - cose;") 

-F (/»-**=£*• --A-
where $* , 0!j. are shown in fig. A.3a. The factor P - 0.5 for A ° or 
A ° ^nd 1.0 for K*1 comes from the fact that K can be ambiguous 

with. A ° or A°» while A_° or A ° can only be ambiguous once. 
The p- and od values corresponding to the intersection of K 

and A / A\ 

FT = 

where 

and the AP«P c a n D e estimated to be 

where C and PQ are adjustable parameters. This formula comes from 
the assumption that in the lab. frame p - can be approximated as 
(cf. fig. A.l) p T = P + s i n e t <W P + e + - P _ e_ and 4^" - £ p» 
where £ is a constant (found for BEBC to b e ~ 1 0 " 2 ( ^ )"1) while 
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la roughly momentum-independent. 
Having defined the ambiguity probability ^'axnh (eq. A.S) the 

ambiguity weight W b *• 

In a given situation the constants C and PQ have to be adjusted such 
that the weighted number of unique V -a is equal to the total number 
of V°-s, ambiguous or not, and the average momentum of the 
unambiguous V - s weighted by (W w - l ) is the same as that of the 
ambiguous. 
Here the constants C and PQ were found to be 0.006532 and 11*22, 
respectively. 
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Appendix B 

POTENTIAL AND INTERACTION WEIGHTS POR VZEROS 

In order to account for vzeros which are not seen since they 
decay either too close to the primary vertex or outside the chamber or 
are "lost" due to their interaction inside the chaniber weights are 
applied to all observed vzeros. These weights are computed on the basis 
of the vzero decay/interaction probability. 

The probability for V° to decay within a infinitesimal length dl 
is given by 

O 

where the mean decay length L^ «• -CJJT P.. (P.-my are the V momentum 
and mass while "C is the neon V life time). The probability of the V 
interaction with a proton when traversing dl Is 

where the mean interaction length Lj - y^ • (n is the number of protons 
per unit volume and <S" Is the total cross-section for the reaction 
V° + p -»anything). Thus the probability of the V° decaying or interacting 
inside dl is 

dPD+I * f" " 17 + if" 
where 

L 
Ł l 

S follows that the probability of decaying/interacting ivtfhin^the imposed 
U m i t s ' "mln *"** ^ a x ' i s 

But, those vzeros which have interacted are lost, s o only those vzeros 
that decay are seen. The probability for the V° to decay is 

i-fe B.5 
Thus the vzeros should be given the weightt 

J 
B.6 
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The decay length is known (from L^ m ™^J^")* the problem remains to 
compute L_ As L. - "Ĵ r" • * n e problem reduces to finding ^ tnt^v° p ^ ' 
for a given V° of given momentum. 

The <5*. .(K p) can be determined by making vise of the isopin 
tOt Si 

invariance: 

_ 
the <f, ( A p) is measured directly by experiments and •'"»_»( A p) 
can be estimated by assuming 

) 

Using available data (CERN-HERA [ B . I J ) empirical formulas for the 
total cross-sections for the processes V + proton —*• anything, 

<5\ (V p), as a function of incident V momentum were fitted 
_ 

(P.R.S.Wright [B.2J )j 

ł -v ł f ^ 30 4 
3 

p B'1X 

where V momentum p is in GeV/c and cross-sections are in 
millibarns ( mb ). 
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